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1. SUMMARY:

In the third quarter of 2017 the activities and field visits were reduced in comparison to preceding year in same time period. The reason for this reduction
was the restriction on funding to NAPP and limiting of the activities which could be taken.
In Q3, 2017 NAPP covered 142 Producer Organisations through 44 field visits and 39 trainings. 186 Men and 104 women were part of the field visits
whereas 372 men and 375 women participated in trainings.
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2. KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPIs)

CERTIFIED PRODUCERS/PERMISSION TO TRADE/SUSPENDED
Type of
activity

Visits

Country

Trainings

No of
visits

Men

Wome
n

3

12

4

No. of POs

No of
Trainings

Men

Women

5

58

35

33

3

28

159

4

GAP (Good
agricultura
l practice)
support
MARKET
ACCESS
support

Vietnam

Sri Lanka

FT STDS
support

India

1

2

0

India

2

1

2
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Vietnam

1

5

1

Indonesia

2

5

26

Pakistan

1

1

1

CA

SUPPORT
BEYOND
STDS

7

1

1

1

Sri Lanka

2

17

6

India

1

23

28

2

23

28

Philippines

1

1

10

1

1

10

1

15

5

1
2

4

Vietnam

Indonesia
Support
on Social
Complianc
e and
Thematic

India

1

1

3

1

1

2

14

31

24

20

8
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Areas

Vietnam

1

5

2

1

Indonesia

1

14

31

22

PRE-APPLICANT/APPLICANT/INITIAL IN PROGRESS (include any other applicant related
status)
Type of
activity

Country

Visits

Trainings
No. of POs

No of visits

Men

India

5

2

Thailand

1

Indonesia

3

Women

No of Trainings

Men

Women

5

42

9

7

1

6

9

2

GAP (Good
agricultura
l practice)
support
MARKET
ACCESS
support
FT STDS
support

16

9
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Pakistan

4

Sri Lanka

2

86

4
2

SUPPORT
BEYOND
STDS
Support
on Social
Complianc
e and
Thematic
Areas

Thailand

1

22

2

1

Potential Applicant
Type of
activity

Visits

Country

No. of POs
No of visits

GAP (Good
agricultura
l practice)
support

Trainings

Philippines

Men

Women

No of Trainings

Men

Women

3

MARKET
ACCESS
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support
FT STDS
support

India

3

46

1

2

17

13

Sri Lanka

2

64

35

2

Armenia

1

10

4

1

Papua New
Guinea

1

6

1

SUPPORT
BEYOND
STDS
Support
on Social
Complianc
e and
Thematic
Areas
Traders/ Exporters
Type of
activity

Visits

Country

Trainings
No. of POs

No of visits

Men

Women

No of Trainings

Men

Women
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GAP (Good
agricultura
l practice)
support

Philippines

2

MARKET
ACCESS
support

India

3

5

2

Vietnam

2

4

3

1

Indonesia

1

3

2

1

Sri Lanka

1

FT STDS
support

1

2

2

3

2

SUPPORT
BEYOND
STDS
Support
on Social
Complianc
e and
Thematic
Areas
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If new POs got certified within the last quarter or new products certified, please mention them here (name, FLO ID, country, product):
Name of PO
Anandi Eco enterprises

Type

FLO ID

Country

Products

CP

36615

India

Cotton

Longview Tea and Agro
Limited
HL

35207

India

Tea

Vadval Organic Farmers CoOperative Society ltd
SPO

37298

India

Sugarcane

Ban
NongChok
Chili
Plantation
Community
Enterprise
SPO

36833

Thailand

Chili

Ara Cahyani Gayo

36959

Indonesia Coffee

Indus Farmers Association

SPO

35740
SPO

Pakistan

Remarks
The producer got certified

Rice and
nuts

Suspended / Decertified PO’s or products:
Name of PO

Type

FLO ID

Country

Products

Sambal
patty
Mango
Growers Association India
- Fruits
SPO

24104

India

Fruits

Remarks
The producer got decertified in the month of Sep 2017 after
the follow up audit completed in the month of august 2017.
The main issue identified is non-payment of dues of INR 10
Lakhs to the farmers who had supplied mango to the SPO
due to losses incurred in the first season of exports. Hence in
spite of continuous support provided to them in hiring an
accountant to put systems in place and supporting them in
closing other non-compliances had not helped the SPO in
10
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revoking their suspension. The financial audit report
provided by the chartered accountant had defects and this
resulted in bringing out the above-mentioned issues in the
audit. The SPO has been advised by FLOCERT to correct
their audit report, undergo follow up audit and revoke back
to the system

Tea

This producer got suspended in mid-September This
producer this has diverted their premium funds from their
business account to the private foundation set up by them.
This has resulted in the noncompliance and suspension. The
producer has committed to transfer the above-mentioned
money back to the premium committee account and revoke
suspension. All other system based non- compliances are
closed, this producer would come out of suspension on
transfer of this money and submitting evidence to FLOCERT.

Spices

This SPO was suspended due to gaps in governance like not
conducting executive committee meetings periodically, no
mention of Fairtrade premium in their financial statements
and reporting and approval of Fairtrade premium in their
governance structure. The SPO is coordinating with their
chartered accountant for closure of the issues and would
resolve the issues shortly

Coonoor Tea estates

HL

22701

India

Shay Adri organic farmers
Consortium
SPO
Aravatagi
Primary
Agriculture
Credit
Cooperative Sangha Niyamit,
Doori
Primary Agriculture Credit

SPO

20381

27788,
27791

India

India

Sugar

Sugarcane SPOs Primary Agriculture Credit Cooperative
Societies in Doori and Itagi were suspended due to presence
of child labour in the harvesting teams. The remediation
process is underway. Another Sugarcane SPO in New
Kadrolli has been suspended following governance issues.
They are in the process of implementing corrective
11
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Co-operative Sangha
Niyamit, Itagi

measures.

If there are many suspensions/decertification’s, or new producer groups, please include a short line of explanation.







In Central Asia the suspension imposed on the SPO Wealth of Kyrgyz Forest was lifted as the corrective measures taken by them were
accepted by FLOCert.
In Central Asia, NAPP staff provided online support to one Decertified Farmer Cooperative in Tajikistan to prepare for re-certification as they
are interested in re-gaining their FT certificate.
There were no new de-certifications or suspensions of POs in Pakistan in this Quarter
The Decertified Cotton producer in Pakistan paid the outstanding certification fees and was re-certified during this quarter.
Three Tea POs in Sri Lanka were suspended in July, due to NCs identified during Audits not being addressed adequately.
Fairtrade Standards and Pricing unit announced FT prices for both Organic and conventional Persimmon from Pakistan.
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3. OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS

CHALLENGES&

GOVERNANCE ACTIVITIES
(ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, BOARD MEETING, NATIONAL NETWORK MEETING/COUNTRY NETWORK MEETING/NATIONAL PO MEETING,
REGIONAL NETWORK MEETING/REGIONAL PO MEETING, GENERAL ASSEMBLY, PRODUCT NETWORK MEETING)
 NAPP Board Meeting: NAPP HK and SG Board Meetings  FI was able to provide necessary 
were organized, with the help and support of FI,
interim support and funds to sustain
resulting in continued producer support activities
Producer support functions, despite
despite the constraints.
the absence of executive leadership,
and the respective boards were able to
take positive steps towards resolving
the issues.
 Asia Pacific Coffee Network Meeting: Meeting of  NAPP has revived the coffee forum by
 Access to market for both Arabica
Network of Coffee Producers (Asia and Pacific Coffee
electing a new Chairman and
and Robusta are key challenges for
Forum) was held where presentation of Coffee 3-year
develpoing a plan for2018.
most coffee producers in Asia Pacific.
Plan and submission of priority activities for 2018 was
Exchanged among producers across
Various
strategic
undertaken.
region related quality issuess and
communication/promotion channels
market access has been done and led
need to be identified and developed.
to comprehensive feedback on  Working closely with the entire
planning in coffee for next three years
supply chain is one of the key
elements for success. So far, the
Fairtrade system is largely focused
towards producers.
Quality and productivity are still a
significant challenge, and the
situation has worsened due to
climate change and high competition
in the market. Investments to
overcome this issue should not
13
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General assembly of Indonesian National network 
(NN)

The NN has selected new presidium 
member including 3 existing ones and
4 newly selected ones




ADVOCACY
 International Conference, Global GAP, Central Asia: 
In Central Asia, NAPP team member participated and
made a presentation on Fairtrade and development of
domestic organic markets in Uzbekistan, at the
International Conference on Global GAP and
development of Organic Agriculture in Central Asia. This
workshop was organized and sponsored by UN FAO and
the Ministry of Agriculture- Uzbekistan and was held in
Tashkent. See
http://www.un.uz/eng/news/display/231 for details.
 International Coffee Day, Indonesia: Fairtrade

Presentation during International Coffee Day. Lampung
Indonesia


merely come from allocation of 25%
of premium, but also needs
commitment from the entire supply
chain to work closely with the
producers to overcome issues of
productivity and quality.
The new presidium agreed to work
more seriously and collectively to
advocate collective issues
The new presidium has taken initial
steps to coordinate with local
government to gain support in
talking about common issues related
to local and national policies.
Both local government and National
Network
agreed
to
further
coordination in related issues.

The participants became aware of the
presence of Fairtrade in Central Asia
and the potential to use FT
certification along with Organic
certifications to eventually access the
international markets .

Coffee farmers, traders, exporter,

importer of Robusta Coffee understood
ideas and approach of Fairtrade.
One media representative approached
to get more exposure about Fairtrade

Mostly coffee farmers producing low
end robusta coffee which presents
challenges in selling on Fairtrade
terms.
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31st National Coconut Week & 4th International
Coconut Festival, Philippines: It was held from August
18 – 20, 2017 in Mandaluyong City with a theme: “Go
Healthy, Go Wealthy with Coconuts!”. Our objective of
attending the event was to gather information and data
about coconut sector in the country.



Pacific: Fairtrade ANZ held the Pacific Sub-Network

meeting in Brisbane with the support from New Zealand
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Pacific: Fairtrade Australia & New Zealand launched the 
producer library website in Tok Pisin, Samoan, Tongan
and Fiji





Two officers from two province keen
to learn more about Fairtrade and how
it’s applicable in their policy to
develop coffee.
Gathered business cards, photos and
information about coconut sector in
the Philippines; Discussion about
benefits of coconut product and
market opportunity for coconut
farmers, processors and trader,
building linkage with Philippine
Coconut Authority



There is significant potential for
supplying coconut, however
adequate demand is currently
lacking.

FT CONSULTATIONS/ACTIVITIES THAT DEVELOP FT SYSTEM
(FAIRTRADE STANDARDS CONSULTATION, PRODUCT OR PRICING REVIEWS, COMMUNICATION OR MEDIA DATA NEEDS)
 India: SPO Standards Consultation: Three SPOs  The review process in ongoing, few  It is very difficult for the producers to
participated in the SPO consultation process and one
more SPOs are likely to participate in
fill the thirty-five-page consultation
submitted their inputs for SPO standards review. The
the standards review.
document on their own. They need
other two SPOs would be submitting their inputs.
support to fill the document in terms
of explaining the thematic areas.
 Sri Lanka: SPO Standards Consultation: NAPP team, in  The participants were enthusiastic in  The challenge is to convince the
Sri Lanka conduct the SPO standards review with
recommending changes to the SPO
Standards unit to revise the generic
several SPO representatives at a one day seminar. Very
standards based on their experiences
standards in a manner that addresses
relevant and appropriate recommendations on areas for
in complying with same up to now.
the specific situations/ cultures/
revising the standards to match the Sri Lankan
production
methods/
national
producers were made by the participants
regulations in each country.
 Vietnam: SPO standard consultation: Views of
 Feedback has been collated and  Communication with honest and fair
producer about standard have been taken and
shared with the standards unit of
information helps FT to show it as an
15
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considered for the new standard


Fairtrade International.

South East Asia: SPO standard consultation: 2 
meetings have been organized that were attended by
representative from 10 SPOs in reviewing SPOs
standard







The participants provided some 
feedback to the standard being
reviewed.
NAPP staff to summarise the feedback
and send it to standard unit
5 cane sugar SPO submitted their input in
the SPO Standard Review

Cocoa COSP study, India and Vietnam: Fairtrade 
International has undertaken a project with NAPP to
conduct the calculations for Cost of Sustainable
Production (COSP)study for cocoa in Asia region. The
objective of the assignment is to provide Fairtrade with
a complete and detailed list of cost items related to the
production of Fairtrade cocoa. The list of cost items
should include all production costs, starting at the crop
establishment, up until the level where the cocoa beans
are delivered Free On Board (FOB) in the port of origin.
The scope of this consultancy project includes providing
an exhaustive list of the indicators that make up the cost
of production, collecting primary data from producers
with support from Fairtrade, analysing the information
collected & provide final results.

The price of producing cocoa in has 
been collected to contribute to the
process of set up minimum price for
cocoa

FT prices for Persimmon from Pakistan: The 
Standards and pricing Unit at FI announced FT prices
(based on the QE procedure) for both Organic and
Conventional Persimmon from Pakistan, giving the

Relevant
prices
for
Pakistani 
Persimmon was announced.



ethical and serious organization
focusing on sustainable development
The questions are difficult to
understand. It requires further
explanation and clarification. The
workshop was a good opportunity
for SPOs to understand the FI
Standard and give input on how to
make it producer friendly (easy to
understand) in the future
The cocoa in Indian region is not a
primary crop and in most of the
regions where the cocoa is grown in
India it is considered a third or fourth
crop. The COSP tool is a standard
template to collect/capture data
where cocoa is grown as a primary
crop or farm having mono cropping
system. To address this challenge
NAPP has hired an expert team to
provide its expertise to tweak the
COSP template that reflect the
regional reality while collecting data
from the field.
Vietnam cocoa price is higher than
the average price of the world. The
price for producing cocoa is higher
than trading price. That means that
farmer use their labor to compensate
to the price of cocoa.
There could be opportunities for
accessing more grant funds from
donors in future, if we can
demonstrate actual benefits of
16
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Pakistani producers access to the UK market for this
product, which did not have any economic value earlier.
The Pineapple Price Review workshop, Thailand: It
was held on July 31, 2017 in Samroiyod, Thailand aiming
to collect cost of sustainable production data from
farmers and farmer group. The call for review was due
to the expansion of the Fairtrade market. For example,
the average annual growth rate of volume traded for
pineapple for processing is 21%; There was a Global
Pineapple Price Review in 2009 and the output was the
current prices; there were some requests for revision in
2011, 2015, 2016; This requires not only covering the
average costs of production but also considering market
acceptance to ensure that the FMP does not compromise
the ability to sell the product; The full price review is
characterised by the collection of costs of production
data. A full price research will only be carried out if the
product has a global yield Premium above 100,000 USD
per year and more than five producer organizations
currently certified. The workshop started from Opening
message from the Chairperson of Fairtrade Pineapple
Growers Group (FPGG) followed by presentation of
NAPP Associate to introduce about NAPP and its role in
the workshop and the expected result of the day.

Fairtrade to farmers/workers.








Introduction about the project and
NAPP;
Building rapport and meet up with
members of Fairtrade Pineapple
Growers Group;
COSP collection and process;
Better understanding situation of
pineapple farmers in Samroiyod;
Ways to improve workshop in the
future; and
Emphasizing to farmers and farmers
group the importance of active
participation in Fairtrade system.
Taking ownership and sharing
expertise to improve production of
pineapple in the region












Language Barrier
The questionnaire format is difficult
for farmers to use. Some of the
technical words used are unfamiliar
to farmers
The COSP format downloaded from
Fairtrade website is different from
the questionnaire used during the
Pineapple Workshop. The pineapple
group found the format on Fairtrade
website easier to use than the new
format presented during the
workshop
During feedback session, farmers
requested the team to use simple
word or direct question for easy
understanding. They also mentioned
that the printed document is too
small and difficult to read.
FPGG took 3 days for pre-work on
COSP to its members. This means the
materials they shared during
workshop and shared in email was
done in 3-days with close supervision
to farmer members.
As NAPP Associate in charge for
Thailand, it was a huge challenge for
me to handle big number of
participants with one translator. The
translator as well had difficulty
explaining the technical terms in the
Questionnaire despite my
17
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COSP on Cocoa, Vietnam: The data collection has been
completed in Vietnam.



The data collected has been shared
with pricing standards unit.



explanation. Next time, we can
explore to get the translation service
contracted by Fairtrade or the staff of
Samroiyod Group.
NAPP must conduct a one-day
meeting with farmer leaders prior to
the workshop like this to make sure
that they understood our objective
FPGG do not feel that Pineapple are
priority of NAPP or FI because most
of the time, they can only hear update
about coffee producers in the region.
We have expressed our sympathy
and explained that the ownership of
NAPP lies to its member producers
no matter their product category.
The group must continue to
participate and take part on
workshop like this to make sure that
their voices are heard in the system
Price of Cocoa is higher than the
average price in rest of the world. As
the cost for producing cocoa is higher
than trading price. This situation
implies that that farmer uses their
labour to compensate for the price of
cocoa.

MONITORING, EVALUATION AND LEARNING (INCLUDES RESEARCH STUDIES)
 Bread for the world evaluation: This was successfully  Both Research study visits were
carried out by of the research consultant engaged by
completed by the consultants.
Fairtrade International. The consultant visited one of the  Report is expected to be received.
producers and interacted with them on the current
Fairtrade sales, challenges in implementing Fairtrade
18
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standards, Fairtrade committees, their role in bringing
changes with their communities, long-term impact of the
Fairtrade premium projects and role played by the
committees. The consultant also had virtual calls with
another tea producer to understand similar aspects.
Both the interactions also involved understanding the
role of Producers support relations in supporting the
producers to achieve their Fairtrade goals .
Living Wages for Tiruppur Validation event: The 
Living wages validation event for Tiruppur was hosted
by Social Accountability International(SAI) by
conducting consultation meetings with trade unions,
NGOs and suppliers on 19th and 20th Sep 2017. Fairtrade
International had funded the study for Living wages for
Tiruppur. The study was conducted by Centre for
Operational Research in India.
Rice study –India and Thailand: An impact assessment
has been commission for rice producers in India and
Thailand by Max Havelaar France which is aimed at
understanding changes resulting because of the
Fairtrade certification. The goal is to communicate the
results to the different stakeholders. The long term
objective of this assessment is to develop sales
opportunities in the French market, but also in other
markets if possible. This research on rice will be
accompanied with communication tools that aim to help
Max Havelaar France with answering the needs coming
from partners and being more proactive regarding this
sector. Furthermore, the research could be a good
opportunity for identifying how the Fairtrade system
could be improved regarding its interventions in the rice
sector. In order to achieve this goal, the researchers
should be working on an impact report and on
developing communication tools such as short videos

Trade union representatives, NGO 
representatives and suppliers, Tirupur
Exporters
Association
actively
participated in understanding the
findings of the study and have
provided inputs and feedback.

The feedback was consolidated and
taken for further action and
correction by the researcher and
would be coordinated by SAI.
Another joint workshop after
corrections is planned by SAI in the
future.
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highlighting the main positive impacts of Fairtrade
certification identified in the context of the study.
Living Wage study validation workshop: The Living 
wage report on the study done with Sri Lankan Tea
plantations, supported by NAPP staff, was shared among
key stakeholders for their comments and feedback at the
Living wage study report validation workshop held with
key stakeholders of the Sri Lankan tea industry, Trade
union and Civil society representatives as well as the
consultants who conducted the study (pertaining to this
report) and the co-facilitator, Ethical Tea partnership in
Sri Lanka.
Advocacy based research of NAPP focussed on SDGs: 
The research was started in Sri Lanka. The first part of
this research was to administer the questionnaire to the
POs who are significantly benefiting from Fairtrade. And
the second phase was the field research. For this second
phase, Profundo consultants Anselm Iwundu (Senior
Consultant); Linnea Wikstrom (Researcher were
supported by NAPP staff to conduct this research with
the HLO: Idalgashinna Bio tea project (HLO) and SOFA
(SPO). The research was carried out through FGDs with
Farmers and workers and in-depth interviews with
selected management representatives of the two POs.
Impact documentation: Documentation on FT 
premium uses foe 2 SPOs who sold their product to
South Korea (Impact doc) being undertaken.
Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industry: Shared 
details of Fairtrade with the chamber representative.
110 traders under the support of Ministry of Agriculture
and rural development were present at the meet.

The participants were very much 
interested and they expressed their
comments as well as constructive
criticisms, which the consultants
appreciated and undertook to further
study
and
incorporate
as
relevant/necessary.


The researchers were able to gather 
the necessary qualitative information,
effectively.

The move to get this report ratified
was correct and appropriate as some
of the key stakeholders expressed
their views/opinions and comments
that have implications on publishing
sensitive studies such as these.
It would be prudent to conduct a
similar
workshop
with
key
stakeholders of the Sportsball
industry, prior to publishing the
study done with Sportsball producer
companies in Pakistan.
The challenges in doing research
with
producers
(farmers
in
particular) frequently due to time
constraints. Particularly when FT
sales are low, it is difficult to
motivate farmers and workers to
spend their time in responding to
research studies, unless they result in
improved/increased
sales and
premium/benefits.

Data has been collected and submitted
on time.
Government and traders were
informed about the Fairtrade
movement. 5 traders have enquired
about Fairtrade certification.



FDA of Vietnam and Europe are
encouraging Vietnamese government
to promote Fairtrade in Vietnam.
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COMMUNICATIONS
 Fairtrade Juice Newsletter: A short report was 
prepared and sent for Fairtrade Juice newsletter
regarding Sambal Patty Mango growers association(
FLOID 24104) on their partnership with Caspian Impact
investment and advisors focussing on their success in
access to Finance and the buyers visit from Netherlands
in the year 2016.
 Media Crisis: Assisted FI Comms and FT-Germany 
Comms, Team, in providing necessary information, and
feedback to draft response to the telecast by German
media- ZDF on the poor Living and Working conditions 
of FT certified Assam Tea Workers. For the purpose of
this an Assam Working group was formed.



Standards translated to Russian: In Central Asia, 
NAPP staff proof read the explanatory document on SPO
standards and compliance, which was translated to the
Russian language. This was finalized and shared with all
POs in CA.



Journalist visit from Fairtrade Foundation:
Supporting preparation of journalist visit from FT
foundation to coffee producers SPOs in Takengon/Bener
Meriah





Report was not published owing to
decertification of SMGA.

All members in the working group are 
aware on the challenges of the
allegations raised by ZDF.
Response statement was prepared


Negative publicity calls for proactive
intervention for addressing issue by
all stakeholders.
Managing consumer expectations
and perspective of FT Mark, and
promoting realization for proactive
engagement to resolve existing issues
in Tea Estate in partnership with Tea
companies, and incentivising Tea
business for Tea companies and
workers,
would
be
key
to
reduce/eliminate further media
crisis
The challenge is to find the necessary
financial resources as professional
translations cost high. The other
challenge is the regular changes to
standards and compliance criteria
needing regular translations and
updating of information.
The implementation phase of this
activity will be handed over to
Hagung

The report was submitted.

This was well accepted by the CA POs. 
The
other
relevant
Fairtrade
information/standards
and
compliance related documents would
be more useful if translated to the local
languages of the producers
5 SPOs have been selected and brief of
particular stories have been
documented and submitted to FT
Foundation
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MARKET ENGAGEMENT/EVENTS
 Tea and Coffee Producers World Cup, Singapore: 
Several South East Asian and Indian coffee producers
participated in the Tea and Coffee world cup meet held
at Singapore during Sep 26- 28 2017. NAPP staff also
participated in the meet. The samples of these coffee
producers was exhibited in the show and kept for 
cupping sessions.



Led to better market linkages, 
exposure to new technologies and
products in the market for the
producers including exposure to new 
market in Singapore and Malaysia.
This event helped the producers in
realising
the
diversification
of
products in tea and coffee and latest
innovation
in
post
harvesting
technology including new and costeffective machines and strategies 
implemented in other countries for
improving the productivity of coffee.
Vietnam coffee was also introduced to
buyers and 5 buyers contacted with
the producers for sourcing coffee from
Vietnam.







Few enquiries from these regions
might help the producers enter the
new market.
The samples presented by some of
the producers were not up to the
mark. Hence some training and
exposure should be provided for the
farmer organisations for sampling
their products and many of them did
not send their samples for the events.
This year just one producer
representative was selected for the
Asia pacific Coffee forum with full
funding support provided from
Fairtrade international (FI) coffee
program. Hence this caused concern
among other producers that they we
were not being supported by FI to
travel and participate in the event.
Hence this resulted in much less
samples.
Opportunities: The Coffee SPOs were
able to bring sample and marketing
materials that introduces their
organization to possible clients and
consumer during TCWC
Learning: There is a need to improve
coordination
and
information
dissemination in attending another
trade fair in the future
Challenges: NAPP Producer support
services and Supply Chain Services
22
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must not overlap. The product
category plan and activities must be
integrated to country level plan to
make sure effective coordination and
implementation of services. Also, to
save resources.




FTF-UK visit: NAPP staff along with regional head of 
South Africa – Faith visited FTF-UK. The main objective
of the visit was to exchange information on the different
engagements in promotion of Fairtrade by FTF-UK and
NAPP in their respective network, opportunities for
effectively working in collaboration, challenges in
market and source ideas for mitigation, new ways of
working together for fund raising and partnership, and
attending meeting with FT commercial partner and
potential commercial partner in UK.
Samples sent to Fairtrade India: As in Q1 and Q2 NAPP 
staff in Central Asia continued discussions and facilitated
negotiations between Central Asian producers and
Fairtrade India. As the initial batch of samples sent to
Fairtrade India by was rejected on grounds of poor
quality, a new batch of samples was sent and negotiations
on prices and terms commenced.

Both FMO India and the Producer 
organizations in Central Asia became
aware of the need for and importance
of effective, prior communication
pertaining to goods being exported to
India, and applicable terms and
conditions.




FMO Hong Kong’s 2nd student visit: The 2nd Student 
visit to SPO SOFA and member farmer families by the
FMO Hong Kong sponsored group of secondary school

Considering commercial pricing in
terms of CIP, CNF Mumbai India.
Feedback from Fairtrade India
indicated the necessity to understand
and
comply
with
quality
requirements of big Indian retailers,
for goods being exported to India
from other countries.
Terms of shipment: CIP or CNF
Mumbai is an issue for local producer
due to lack of enough experience in
shipping to Mumbai. Therefore,
external forwarders will be searched
for requested shipment service in
according with CIP/CNF Mumbai.

The students and the teachers who 
accompanied them were very much
enthusiastic to learn how these
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students was successfully coordinated. This is part of the
FMO Hong Kong effort to popularize Fairtrade and
increase demand and sales of Fairtrade products in Hong
Kong.
Market linkages for coffee producers in PNG and 
East Timor: As part of NAPP's effort to develop coffee
markets for our region, we plan to organize producer
visit to Europe for better and direct engagement with
Fairtrade traders across target market. Based on NFO(s) 
feedback two preferred regions (East Timor &
PNG) have been finalized. These regions are not often
represented on such FT producer tours and traders 
across all the NFOs have shown most interest in these
regions for this particular initiative.
Trader visit: Supporting Aus/NZ NFO in organising
traders visit to coffee producer SPOs in Takengon/Bener
Meriah



SUPPORT TO FAIRTRADE INDIA
 FMO India along with NAPP is currently in the last phase 
of cocoa feasibility study. The current draft report has
been shared within the stakeholder for providing inputs
before releasing the report

PARTNERSHIPS
 Meghalaya
Institute
of
Entrepreneurship, 
Government of Meghalaya: Informal partnership with

Fairtrade goods are produced and the
lifestyles of the farmers and their
families behind these products.
Offers all producers an opportunity to 
meet with traders, especially those
who have had little access to Fairtrade
markets in Europe.
NFOs are investing time and resources
to see a return on investment in terms
of positive gains for producers.
Producers may need to travel on
average to 2 or max 3 European
countries for meetings with traders set
up by respective NFOs.

Producers will get access to
European as well as of UK market. It
will enable the coffee producers to
have better exposure to international
market and thereby an experiential
learning.

3 SPOs and 2 traders have been
selected. Itinerary has been developed



Based on the initial report it is felt that
the Indian region has limited traction
from the retailers and most of them
consider sourcing its raw cocoa from
outside India . It has lead to the
understanding that for developing a
reliable and credible supply chain we
have to look elsewhere within Asia.

This study has provided the required
insights that will be useful to design
project interventions for developing a
future Fairtrade cocoa supply chain for
Asian region leading to
creating
sustainable livelihood for the rural poor

The govt. is interested in promoting 
products
like
Honey,
Spices,

The implementation phase of this
activity will be handed over to
another team member handling
market support role

As agricultural production in
Meghalaya is organic, it has huge
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Meghalaya Institute of Entrepreneurships, Govt. of
Meghalaya initiated. The institute is keen to conduct a
common workshop for various producers/ traders of
Meghalaya on Fairtrade awareness. Telephonic
discussions with govt. officials were also undertaken to
make them understand the Fairtrade concept and
assured assistance for availing the services.

Sericulture and Tea under the
Fairtrade and thus waiting for the
approvals from higher authorities to
take forward the initiative. Currently 
we are waiting for their decision on
possibility of organising the same in
the future.









Discussions
with
Hilfswerk
International 
commenced: Commenced discussions with Hilfswerk
International to forge a partnership
to provide
Consulting support (BDP) to Business Intermediary
organizations - Agrolead in Kyrgyzstan and Neksigol
Mushovir in Tajikistan to establish SPO s under the –
CANDY IV project.
Engagement with Vietnam Chamber for commerce

and industry and traders: Communication about
Fairtrade with Vietnam Chamber for Commerce and
Industry and with 110 traders on agriculture was
undertaken with the support of Ministry of Agriculture
and rural development
Engagement with District level Government,

Indonesia: Since this quarter, initial step has been taken
to coordinate with local government at district level.
Chief of Bener Meriah district attended one of FT

To continue discussions to arrive at an 
agreement in Q4.

Government and traders understand
about Fairtrade and there are 5
traders who have approached to ask
for applying for Fairtrade certification.



potential for the Fairtrade practices
and can very well reap the advantage
of the system.
Since majority of the product has
medical value like Honey, Ginger and
is produced in organic atmosphere
due to its topography, the demand
for these products in international
markets will be higher and thus the
Fairtrade practice would enable the
producer and Buyer to benefit from
each other through this system.
Although, Government is taking
initiative., the pace of progression is a
bit slow due to other Governmental
priorities, thus may result into delay
in moving further as per our plan.
Challenge is to ensure that proper
leadership is in place at NAPP to
enable such partnerships and
funding as soon as possible.

The FDA of Vietnam and Europe is
boosting Vietnam government to
take action for promoting Fairtrade
in Vietnam.

NN needs to develop a clear planning
for advocacy initiative targeting local
government and the higher officials.
Associate to support NN in developing
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training on premium use in August. He confirmed his
willingness to further coordinate with FT associate and
National Network to work together in addressing any
practical and policies issued to enable cooperative run
the business better in the future. Initial meeting with
newly elected chief in Aceh Tengah district was done in
September. He showed appreciation to FT work and
agreed provide further support to NN in the future. (he
will be formally in charge from December 2017)
Partnership and linkage building at the country
level and Information Gathering, Philippines: The
Internal Environment: Key Strengths and Weaknesses of
Agri-Coops and Partners; Thrusts of the Duterte
Administration (the Philippine Development Plan) and
ASEAN on Agri-Cooperatives; Agriculture cooperative
and Sustainable development goals was undertaken.
Pacific: Damian Buckley from New Zealand joined
Savai’i Coconut Farmers Association as a management
and horticulture adviser, supported through a
partnership between Volunteer Services Abroad, Krissy
Co., Savai’i Coconut Farmers Association and Fairtrade
Australia & New Zealand.
They are currently training a ‘leadership team’
comprising of eight individuals under the age of 33 in
managing the association as well as initiating a coconut
replanting program among association members.

the plan.

NORTH EAST INDIA TEA PROJECT
 NEI Tea Project: Tea Project was developed with
support of FT-Germany, for intervention towards
improving the Living Conditions of Workers in
Darjeeling and Assam. The Project has confirmed
funding of 150K Euro from German Commercial Partner
and 50K Euro funding from FT Germany, for the Project
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period of 2 years. Three Tea Companies namely,
Chamong, TPI and Jalinga, would participate in the
Project. The project aims to increase income and savings
of workers, increase productivity of workers.
BTC PROJECT UPDATE
 3 visits to the producer
 2 meetings with traders
 1 meeting with Laboratory Company for lab test of all 3
cooperatives cocoa.
 Ben Thanh Tech. Co. had a training for 1 group of cocoa
for improving quality of cocoa.
 General assembly of Eakar Cooperative; Vietnam:






OD and FT compliance have been
understood and practiced.
Agreement about trader to support 3
cooperatives on trading FT.
The cooperative are about to send
their cocoa for test.
Board members of Eakar cooperative
were elected and mandated to take
future actions in the interest of the
cooperative.



The delay of money transaction to
partners due to cash flow issues may
cause the failure of the project, loss of
reputation and trust from partners
and donor.



The members were made aware of
the participatory

TEXTILE PROJECT UPDATE
 Second round of trainings for committees at Tirupur MILA FASHIONS
Supplier units at Mila Fashions & Armstrong  10 committee members (2 female and
Knitting units 1 and 2: The main objective of the visit
8 male) were trained and are equipped
was to educate the committee members on health and
with knowledge on health and safety
safety issues. Two training sessions were carried out
issues. Hence the information and
for the three committee members at Armstrong Knitting
knowledge acquired during the
mills unit 1and Unit 2. The additional objectives were to
training on topics such as introduction
equip committee members with skills required to
to OHS, knowledges on signs and
function effectively in the committee, to help them build
symbols in OHS, hazards, OHS related
self-confidence and enable them to communicate
issues and risk assessment would
assertively and responsibly, to help them to conduct
equip the management and workers in
effective committee meetings and to help them build an
effective
functioning
of
these
effective
dialogue
environment
between
the
committees.
management and workers.
 Occupation
health
and
safety
Committee would be following up on
risk assessment template provided to
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them at the end of the training
program. The committee would be
provided training on other topics in
the future, based on the knowledge
acquired and risk assessment done,
workers would make changes in the
current factory place and make a safe
place.
AKM unit I & II
 As the direct results of the services 24
committee members (18 female and 6
male) from AKM unit I and 12 (7
female and 5 male) from AKM-II
committee members were trained and
are equipped with skills to function
effectively in the committee with selfconfidence
and
effective
communication skills.
 The follow up activities agreed for the
organisation are to facilitate the
committees to conduct periodic
sessions with the workers on similar
topics. The management has agreed to
organise 30-minute sessions once in a
week to facilitate committee members
to deliver sessions on certain topics
and give them active role as leaders.
4. ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

INDIA
 Auditors training to understand the textile supply 

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS

CHALLENGES&

The main objective was that NAPP staff
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chain: This training was hosted by Fairtrade
international textile program official Dr. Rossitza
Krueger for SA 8000 auditors with non-textile
background at Hotel Poppy’s vista for two days 7th
September and 8th September 2017. The event was
attended by auditors from four certifications bodies 
mainly located in and around Tiruppur. The topics
covered included textile fibres-types, qualities,
sources, fibre Production-Ginning, viscose etc.,
spinning-process & machinery, knitting -types,
process & machinery, weaving- types, process &
machinery, wet processing: pre-treatment-dyeingprinting-finishing, embellishing-types, materials,
process, garmenting – CMT, garment finishingprocesses, chemicals, special products - home textiles
etc. Occupational Health & Safety in the chain,
subcontracting, process flow, ETP, MSDS, job sheets Textile chemistry; dyeing-general, process, types of
dyes and dyeing, auxiliaries, dyeing recipes; printingpigments, auxiliaries, dyes.

should acquire knowledge on textile
supply chain on the topics mentioned
like processes, chemical use and
occupational health and safety
challenges
The follow up activities would be to
support the suppliers on the above
topics while they get prepared for
textile
standards
certifications.
Currently we work with four suppliers
in textile supply chain in Tiruppur.

5. PRODUCER SUPPORT
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS

CHALLENGES&

INDIA
VISITS
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Training on compliance for the requirements of year 1
was provided to one board member and one
representative of trader of Hemavathi Farmer
Producer Company
 Remote Assistance to 2 certified Producers:
MRIL – Unannounced Audit was concluded in the Estates
of MRIL and hence remote assistance was provided in
terms of necessary guidance on understanding of FT
requirements, and corrective actions against the NC
identified during the audit.
Jamguri Tea Estate – The tea Estate had their renewal
audit and hence remote assistance was provided to
propose corrective action against the NC identified during
the FLO-cert audit.
TRAININGS
 FT
standards
and
Fairtrade
Premium
Management Training, India: A training aimed at
educating the staff and newly elected FPC members
and staff on Fairtrade standards and Fairtrade
premium management was conducted for Parry Agro
Industries(FLOID 2934) – Iyerpadi. The services were
carried out as class room session along with
interactive learning methodology mode. The sessions
were planned as games and interactive activities. A
card game was used to introduce the participants.
This was followed by a session about Fairtrade
system, standards, minimum price, Fairtrade
premium- who pays premium and how they are
linked to the global market in a presentation. Then a
group activity and case study analysis was done. The
presentation was followed with guided discussion on
good impact premium projects. This was followed by
a session on dos and don’ts of Fairtrade premium
usage. The last session included brainstorming ideas

The SPO is to be audited in the month of
December





The FPC (18- 5 female and 13 male) 
members gained knowledge and
awareness on Fairtrade standards and
Fairtrade premium management.
The next sessions would focus on risk
analysis and developing Fairtrade
premium plan for long term projects.


The participants raised issues like
some of the workers do not receive
Fairtrade premium benefits as the
FPC kept an eligibility criterion like
attendance. Any worker who works
for 200 days alone would receive
Fairtrade premium benefits.
Based
on
interaction
with
management it looks like the
management plays much greater role
in deciding premium projects and
they keep it as the committee’s
decision and often do not want to
listen to the workers. Fairtrade
premium cannot be used as a tool to
discipline workers and increase the
attendance.
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for Fairtrade premium projects, prioritising ideas by
voting by dots and finally concluding session on
improvising the plans.
Refresher training on Fairtrade Standards and
Fairtrade Premium Management, Dunsandle
estate – BBTC (FLO ID1562), India: The main
objective of the visit was to provide refresher training
to workers on key Fairtrade standards and Fairtrade
premium and training to newly elected Fairtrade
premium committee members on Fairtrade premium
management. The training was conducted at
Dunsandle estate as classroom sessions and field
sessions. The class room session was carried out with
interactive learning methods. The sessions were
planned as games and interactive activities. A card
game was used to introduce the participants. This was
followed by a session about Fairtrade system,
standards, minimum price, Fairtrade premium- who
pays premium and how they are linked to the global
market in a presentation. Then a group activity and
case study analysis was done. The presentation was
followed with guided discussion on good impact
premium projects. This was followed by a session on
dos and don’ts of Fairtrade premium usage. The last
session included brainstorming ideas for Fairtrade
premium projects, prioritising ideas by voting by dots
and finally concluding session on improvising the
plans.
Training of Trainers for Fairtrade Premium
Committee Members, MRIL: Training of Trainers
Programme (TOT) conducted for Worker members of
4 Fairtrade Premium Committee members of MRIL
Fairtrade Estates. The participants were trained on
Training Facilitation Skills, Techniques and Tools. The











Two field sessions wherein more than 
150 workers participated were of onehour duration. The workers were
provided awareness on Fairtrade
standards and Fairtrade premium.
One classroom session where in 17 (4
female and 13 male members)
representing new Fairtrade premium
committee(FPC) and management
representatives supporting (FPC)
participated in the session. The
workers and FPC members gained
knowledge
and
awareness
on
Fairtrade standards and Fairtrade
premium management.
The next sessions would focus on risk
analysis and developing Fairtrade
premium plan for long term projects.

The Fairtrade premium they receive
per worker is very less as they work
in a multi-estate set up hence they
cannot plan for long term projects
and big projects. Most of the
premium projects were for buying
house hold utility goods.

By the end of Training of Trainers 
programme, the participants who were
worker members, could prepare the
Training Plan themselves.
Thereafter they delivered the training
in their jurisdiction targeting other

TOT programmes could be a
productive initiative towards all
Fairtrade certified gardens as it
enabled the worker members to
learn by doing and hence the
effectiveness could very well be
31
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Training was scheduled in two locations, and
attended by participants from Two Tea Estates in
each Location, for 3 days in each location, first Two
days were spent to generate learning among 
participation on Training Facilitation, and the last day
was schedule for participants to delivery training in
small groups to other Workers in the Tea Estate.









Training on Premium planning and management was 
provided to Purvik Farmer Producer Company.

SRI LANKA
VISITS
 Remote support to producers: NAPP staff continued 
to provide certification advisory support particularly
pre and post audit, to producers who requested such

plantation workers by showcasing
Role Plays; Videos; Lectures; Drama,
etc. and enjoyed doing the training.
They agreed to organise themselves
into groups and prepare similar
Training plans on various related
subjects like Waste management;
Fairtrade premium management; etc.,
to deliver to other workers through
different communication techniques
learned.
Participants could experience the
effectiveness of different ways of
delivering message to participants in
Training.
Participants
recognized
effective
methods of Adult Learning cycle.
Participants are equipped with
different
tools
for
engaging
participants in training.
Participants were able to understand
the basic components for Training
Plan and re-create effective methods of
delivery and practise their training
skills.
6 governing body members were
trained on planning and management
of the premium received





measured in long run.
Learning from the training for the
participants, is expected to improve
the
effectiveness
of
Training
imparted by FPC members and
management to general workers.
Lack of immediate and continuous
practise of learning from ToT, would
be a challenge for ‘knowledge drain’,
as the participants gets back to their
core activities in the plantation.

The SPO is aware of the need to do
community development and has
therefore set aside an amount for this
purpose.

The
producer
organization 
officials/office bearers
gained a
clearer understanding of the specific

Remote assistance is not as effective
as one to one meetings and visits to
producers.
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services during this quarter. Most of the time these
services were provided remotely due to cash flow
constraints.
TRAININGS
 FT standard training: Two associates trained a
group of HLO Field and factory officers of Maskeliya
plantations (FLO ID 1558) and Horana Plantations
(FLO ID 18010 on FT concept, benefits and standards
to motivate them to support FT implementation in
their plantations.
 Fairtrade Premium Committee training: Visited
two HLO tea producers (Nahaville FLO ID 23984 and
Maskeliya plantations FLO ID 1558) and trained their
Premium
Committees
and
Management
representatives on the need for compliance with Core
and Major standards.
INDONESIA
 Training on Premium uses: The event was attended
by 45 participants who mostly were board members
and premium committees from at least 18 SPOs. It
was the 1st of its kind. The event was organised in
form of interactive discussion and peer sharing of
best practices.

areas of standards they need to comply
with and also measures they should
take to address the Non –compliances
detected at the last audit.


The participants expressed their
willingness to support FT in their
plantations.



The participants now have a better 
understanding of relevant Standards
and compliance criteria pertaining to
HLOs, and how to avoid NCs.



This training allowed participants to
gain common understanding on the
uses of premium according to the
standard.
One important result of the event was
that the participants agreed on some
sensitive points which previously
created a number of conflict (within
one SPO members or between SPOs
working in same areas). Before this
even, a number of SPOs distributed
small cash and groceries for their
members, while others avoided the
same investment. They instead
invested in activities that had a longer



The challenge is to sustain the
interest of PC members, Field and
Factory officers of HLOs when FT
sales and premiums are low,
constraining tangible benefits.
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Audit requirements trainings in Takengon: Hands
on training for 5 SPOs in Takengon/ Bener Meriah
SPOs Standard of 3 and 6 years after certification



term impact.
In this training, participants agreed not
to use premium in the form of cash and
groceries distribution for the future,
except in emergency situation. This
has been agreed to bind all SPOs or
members of NN of Indonesia.
This allowed the SPOs and participants 
to better prepare their organisations
for coming audits.

During the training, it was found that
the participants’ understanding
about standard in advance year was
very low. In fact the participants
acknowledge that they are facing
difficulties during the audit as there
is no one who has complete
knowledge on the whole standard.
This has strengthened the rational
on the initiative that in the future,
each SPO should has 1 officer/staff
who take responsibility in
implementing, monitoring and
documenting the FT standard. The
capacity of this officer will be
strengthen through a training which
is planned to be delivered during the
final quarter of 2017.

Producer Support in Areas Covered by the Fairtrade Standards for Producers with status (Pre-Applicant, Applicant, Applicant Fees Paid, Initial in
progress or any other)
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS

CHALLENGES&

INDIA
VISITS
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Audit support visit, Anandi Eco enterprises, 
Tiruppur (FLOID) 36615, India: The visit was
conducted at Salem to support the producer for the
audit scheduled in the IIIrd week of July. Contract
production standards were used as baseline for the 
gap assessment.




GAP assessment for 2 estates: Fairtrade Standards 
consultation and GAP Assessment of Hathikuli Tea
Estate, (Amalgamated Plantations Pvt Ltd) was
conducted. Guidance was provided to Belsari estate
management on rectification of issues highlighted 
under Non-compliances, during their initial audit by
Flocert.

Checklist provided by FLOCERT, The 
gap assessment report was the take
way for them to fill the gaps in their
current management system.
The Promoting body felt confident of
facing the audit as this is their first
Fairtrade audit.. Further support was
provided to them in terms of providing
templates for policy and procedures
documents in Tamil to full fill the
standard requirements.
The audit was completed and noncompliances closed and certificates
issued.
Through consultation with new 
applicants for Fairtrade certification,
both applicants have understood the
requirements and practices.
Hathikuli Tea Estate had submitted the
application to Flocert for the initial
audit and Belseri is preparing
themselves by resolving issues
highlighted for non-compliances and 
are getting prepared for the Follow-up
audit.




During the gap assessment, it was
identified that they have not done
need assessment of the socioeconomic development of the
farming community and all the
registered farmers were not trained
on Fairtrade standards. Hence these
activities are planned for the next
quarter after the audit.

During the last few quarters, the
organic production of CTC and
Orthodox (of small amount) tea is on
the rise, thus it gives an ample
prospect for the garden to reap the
benefits in the longer run through
Fairtrade certification and higher
sales.
Both for Belsari and Hathikuli Tea
estates, being already certified under
Organic, RA and others, the estate
can firmly be certified as Fairtrade.
Since the Belsari garden has less
manpower (Estate management) and
higher responsibilities, managing the
requisites for certifications seems to
be more challenging.

Visit to Mother India Farms office in Bangalore to Mother India Farms have registered as a
apprise them of the requirement of the FT HL trader and paid the audit fees
standards
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Remote assistance to Kakopathar Tea Estate: 
Necessary guidance was provided to the producer in
appropriately considering its different units of
production and trade of Tea, to process it application
for FT certification as Producer and Trader, under the
different registered companies of the same owner.
Clarified different queries of the owner on
requirement for FT certification. The Estate had its
initial FLO-cert audit conducted in Q3.



TRAININGS
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Post-audit training, Anandi Eco Enterprises 
(FLOID 36615), India, The training was conducted
on 31 s July 2017 at Salem. The main objective of the
training was part of post audit support plan to fulfil
the compliance requirements of training the farmers
and staff on Fairtrade standards. It was planned to
train at least two farmer leaders from each of the 
selected villages and these farmer leaders would
educate the other farmer members in their respective
village in a participatory learning technique. Hence a
one-day training session using interactive learning
methodology was used to educate the farmers. The
first session was game to introduce themselves. This
session was followed by presentation about Fairtrade,
minimum price and premium and Fairtrade
standards. The next session was guided discussion
using pictures to understand the general
requirements like who are small producers. The
fourth session was group activity. They were
provided with Fairtrade standards translated in Tamil
on a sheet of paper and asked to match the pictures
with relevant standards and present as a group. Each
group presentation was guided with a discussion on
Fairtrade standards - production and labour
requirements. The last session was about governance.
The governance cards were used. The material was
translated in Tamil and provided to the members.
They were asked to relate the pictures to the roles
written in Tamil and present as a group. This was
further guided with a discussion on related Fairtrade
standards.
Fairtrade
Standards
consultation
and GAP 
Assessment of Hathikuli Tea Estate, (Amalgamated
Plantations Pvt Ltd) conducted.

The training was completed and the 
producers were made aware of the
Fairtrade standards requirement. 20
farmer leaders including the field staff
of the promoting body attended the
training.
It has been planned to conduct a SPO
development workshop using the SPO
assessment tool in the future to
strengthen the governance of the SPO’s
with their own funds or with NAPP
support after certification

The sessions on role play and case
study analysis had to be merged into
understanding of pictures as most of
the participants were above 50 years
and some of them were illiterate.
Hence more sessions through
pictures rather than reading and
writing should be planned for
training
program
with
such
producers.

Through consultation with new 
applicants for Fairtrade certification,
both APPL and Belseri TE have

Challenge for Belseri TE: Since the
garden has less manpower (Estate
management)
and
higher
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Guidance to estate management on rectification of
issues highlighted under Non-compliances during the
initial audit of Belseri Tea Estate by Flocert



Training on requirement of SPO standards and
implementation provided to Timbuktu Collective,
Haritwa Technologies, Black Bazaa coffee.
 Visit to Mother India Farms mango estate in
Dharmapuri and processing unit in Krishnagiri.
PHILIPPINES
 Training on basic concepts of cooperative
financial management, Phillipinnes: The training
included explanation of basic concepts of coop
financial management, elements of accounting system
for coop, basics of budgeting, banking and investment,
basic accounting concepts and procedures,
introductory input on coop bookkeeping, the
importance of FS and recording of transaction. A copy
of the sanctions for non-compliance was also shared
with them.
THAILAND
 Coaching on Non-Conformities: Hands-on coaching
in closing the non-conformities, complying with
corrective measures and submission of objective
verifiable by FLOCERT was undertaken.
INDONESIA
 FT standard training for 2 cooperatives: Training
on FT and FT standard for Ara Cahyani Gayo and Ratu
Ketiara cooperatives, Indonesia





understood the requirements and
practices. As on date the APPL garden
Hathikuli Tea Estate had submitted the
application to Flocert for the initial
audit. Moreover, Belseri is preparing
themselves by resolving issues
highlighted for non-compliances and
are getting prepared for the Follow-up
audit
The Sr Associate in charge of Tamil
Nadu will be following up with the
trainings.

responsibilities,
managing
the
requisites for certifications seems to
be challenging and difficult.

At the end of the training, participants
were thankful for conducting this
training. The workshop and
presentation was easy to understand
but they need to familiarize
themselves to technical accounting
terms.





The SPO was able to close its NCs,
provide the document needed by
Flocert Analyst and received the
permission to trade status.



Language was a barrier.



Board members, supervisory boards
and staff of both coop have been
trained on the FT principles and Year 0



Post audit support to be provided to
both cooperatives.



As the trainer, it was difficult to
adjust with the varied level of
comprehension and capacity of the
participants.
There is a need to do coaching and
mentoring on recording and entry to
financial books
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standard.
Ara Cahayani GAyo coop have been
audited and certified by September
2017 with minor NCs. While Ratu
Ketiara coop has submit the
application and waiting for the initial
audit.

Producer Support in Areas Covered by the Fairtrade Standards for Potential Applicants
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

INDIA
VISITS
 Gap analysis for Mother India Farms Setrupatty, 
Dharmapuri Tamilnadu: The gap analysis was held
on 21st September at Mother India farms at
setrupatty near Dhramapuri. This included interview 
with the management, document review, organisation
structure, location map and discussion with workers.



Meetings and document review for Havukal Tea 
and Produce Co. Pvt limited, Kotagiri, Tamilnadu
643217 was conducted on 17th Aug 2017 to identify
the possibility of Fairtrade certification for the

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS

Gap analysis for hired labour standard 
completed and report provided to the
producer.
Based on the agreed plan, after the
preliminary work is completed, the
producer would be supported with
adequate trainings in the month of
November 2017.

Document review was completed and 
further advice was given to them in
terms of Application information and
certification costs.

CHALLENGES&

This is the first time mango producer
hired labour set up from this region
has shown interest in certification.
However, in Tamil nadu labour laws
in agriculture sector are not enforced
strictly and lack of clarity among the
management
regarding
wages,
maintenance of registers and
providing employment benefits.
Hence, this project would
need
support from other stakeholders like
government departments in fulfilling
the requirements of Fairtrade hired
labour standards and getting
certified.
Based on the review of the
documents, it was decided that the
producer could not be registered as
small producer organisation as most
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producer within their limits and provide advisory on 
the cost of certification and way forward. Meeting and
discussion were held with the group manager
followed by meeting with Managing director and
other directors to discuss about the steps for
Fairtrade certification. The current organisational set
up of the producer was reviewed with regards to
number of estates, number of small growers, number
of societies, number of federation, factories and
workers with their geographical map and producer
lists were reviewed.

Once they have decide to go for HL
standards certification, gap analysis
would be conducted and an initial 
training for implementing staff on HL
standards would be organised.

Fairtrade awareness visit: Visit to Ananthpur – 
Timbuktu Collective to enable them to learn about
Fairtrade, certification, and opportunities.
TRAININGS
 Pre-audit support for Tirupathur Agro Producer 
Company Limited was undertaken on 30th July 2017
at Tiruppattur. The main objective of the training was
part of pre- audit support plan to fulfill the
compliance requirements of training the farmers and
staff on Fairtrade standards. The producer company 
got registered in the month of June 2017. Hence, it
was planned to train all the directors of producer
company along with farmer leaders from selected
villages. These farmer leaders would educate the
other farmer members in their respective villages.
Hence a one-day training session using interactive
learning methodology was used to educate the
farmers.
The first session was followed by
presentation about Fairtrade, minimum price and
premium and Fairtrade standards. The next session

Timbuktu Collective is registering its 
Farmer Producer company to be
certified.



19 farmer leaders including the field 
staff of Reitzel India participated in the
training. The participants gained
enough knowledge and awareness
about Fairtrade standards and system.
Later in the year, it is planned to have 
training sessions for Fairtrade
premium committee member on
Fairtrade
premium
management
aspects.

of the producers in the given list
were large farmers.
Hence, cost of certification for HL
multi-estate and cost of certification
of single plantation was worked out
using the tools on FLOCERT website
and tentative estimates was given to
the producer. As they have a
potential order from their buyer for
Fairtrade tea, it was advised to go for
single
estate
certification
to
understand the process of Fairtrade
certification in the first year in a
much better way.
There is a great opportunity to work
with local NGOs who are already
working in the field of agriculture.
Most of the farmers were tribal
farmers. Hence, they felt shy to talk
fluently and considering the age and
literacy level of the participants, the
sessions on role play were avoided.
It has been planned to conduct a SPO
development workshop using the
SPO assessment tool in the future to
strengthen the governance of the
SPO’s with their own funds or with
NAPP support after certification.
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was guided discussion using pictures to understand
the general requirements like who are small
producers. The fourth session was group activity.
each group was provided with pictures related to
standards. They were provided with Fairtrade
standards translated in Tamil in a sheet of paper and
asked to match the pictures with relevant standards.
and present as a group. each group presentation was
guided with a discussion on Fairtrade standards production and labour requirements. A session on
Case study analysis was also conducted. Each group
was given a case scenario with questions to answer.
The case scenario was drawn in relation to Fairtrade
standard labour requirements. They were asked to
discuss as a group and present the answers to the
group. This was followed with guided discussion the
last session was about governance. The governance
cards were used. The material was translated in Tamil
and provided to the members. They were asked to
relate the pictures to the roles written in Tamil and
present as a group. This was further guided with a
discussion on related Fairtrade standards.
 Mahabahu Trading Company, Assam, India: Met
few other trading aggregators working with the
Producer organisations dealing with Bay Leaf; Spices,
etc., and shared with them the concept of Fairtrade
and how it shall help the organisation in uplifting its
social stature. They are working with their networks
and will get back to us in the future
CENTRAL ASIA
 New SPOs development: NAPP staff also provided 
support to Hilfswerk Austria International by
providing remote support to Business Intermediary
organizations - Agrolead in Kyrgyzstan and Neksigol



Many of these producer groups are
not directly linked to any exports
thus it will take some time for them
to reach out to us for Fairtrade
support

The participants were interested in 
establishing a SPO each in Kyrgyzstan
and Tajikistan and obtain FT
certification as soon as possible.

The current financial constraints
experienced by NAPP are restricting
travel by the Associate in the region
to visit these new producers and
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Mushovir in Tajikistan to establish SPO 1st and 2nd
level – through the EU CANDY IV project


Remote assistance to de-certified producer:
Provided remote assistance and certification advisory
to a Decertified Tajik SPO to apply for re-certification
as they were interested in coming back to Fairtrade.
PAKISTAN
 3 potential producers visited: One visit to sportsball 
producer Anwar Khawaja and two interested Rice
producers Hope Farmers and Indus Farmers and
one interested cotton trader (Six Sigma Apparel) and
provided necessary certification advisory support.
 Associate provided advisory support/training 
remotely to two Rice producers (Alwahab Rice and
Indus Farmers) and one cotton trader (Master
Textiles).
SRI LANKA
 Remote support to coconut SPO: Associate provided 
Remote FT certification information and guidance to a
new coconut growing SPO and a processor/trader
interested in certification.



provide regular in-person support to
facilitate/guide
formation
and
certification of these SPOs in the said
two countries.
The Central Asian POs need close
support and guidance through visits
and meetings to fully understand and
comply with relevant standards.

The visited producers gained a
satisfactory level of understanding
regarding Fairtrade certification as
well as what it entails.
The rice farmers and the cotton trader 
expressed their desire to obtain FT
certification and they will be further
guided and supported in Q4

The interest for FT certification
among the Rice and cotton producers
in Pakistan is growing.

the SPO became aware of the benefits 
and requirements of FT certification
and expressed interest in applying for
same.

As also mentioned in the Q2 report, It
is indeed a good practice for new
applicant SPOs/ HLOs as well as the
processor/trader
to
familiarize
themselves with and understand the
benefits as well as obligations of
being Certified, before deciding to
opt for certification.
As also mentioned in the Q2 report, It
may be a useful practice for FLO Cert
to also get the views of the Fairtrade
NAPP Associate regarding the
suitability of the applicant SPO/HLO
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as they will have a good insight to the
real status of the applicant.
THAILAND
 Orientation on Fairtrade Standards: Meeting with

Non-FT Organization: Field visit in Thailand PesticideFree Vegetable Community Enterprise Of Tambon
Bantoon (Phayao Group) and MNP Company in
preparation for FLOCERT Audit. Documents that need
to be prepared were discussed.


NAPP associate provided support to
this group by guiding them on the
process taking into consideration the
importance of understanding the
standard and practicing the
requirement even before and after
they get certified.
Follow up: The group needs to conduct
special general assembly meeting to
approve and decide on their new
business, Fairtrade related documents
and appointment of focal person.





Opportunity: The group has been
planting different crops but it is their
first time to enter into a contract
with big buyer like MNP that requires
Fairtrade certification. The group has
just started to be a community
enterprise therefore documents and
internal system need to be set up.
This project will give opportunity for
economic growth and sustainability
for farmer groups in Nan Province. At
present, this part of Thailand is
developing into a tourist attraction.
Thai government is promoting this
province to become a tourist
destination while locals want to
maintain their culture and farming
good practices. The farmers are also
Thai GAP certified.
Challenges: The major challenges in
this kind of support are: 1) limited or
low understanding of farmers on
business terms and practices; 2)
members are too reliant to its board
of directors and lack of active
participation during discussion; 3)
the group has lack of motivation due
to wait and see attitude; 4) language
barrier; and 5) lack of materials and
equipment to start a business. But I
believe that these challenges can be
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Audit support on Non Compliances for Baan Nong
Chok: Meeting, review and submission of documents
of Baan Nong Chok to Flocert on its non-conformities.






Orientation about Bangseng Arun Credit Union
and its women group: The cooperative is looking for
Fairtrade buyer for coconut processed product before
they apply for certification.





Lily Tobeca, Nan Province, peanut plantation.: The
meeting was attended by 20 farmers and 5
representatives from Lily Tobeca. COOP is hands-on
in the process of the application for Fairtrade
certification. COOP attendance also guarantees the
market for peanut farmers.






Review and submission of NCs to
Flocert, meeting with leaders to close
the NC, and Flocert Analyst sent a
letter of confirmation.
Baan Nong Chok received their
certification as Fairtrade certified SPO
for chili.
Women leaders gained more
understanding and confidence on how
to effectively manage their business. It
opens new opportunity for them to
market their coconut produce. They
know about Fairtrade concept and
they wish to be part of the system
Out of 20 farmers, 2 communities were 
committed to proceed towards the
certification while other groups will
start in setting up their legal structure
before entering into the business.
Lily Tobeca will develop a farming
system to help the peanut group in 
their plans. Lily Tobeca will also create
a team to assist the group to meet the
requirement of Fairtrade Standard and
include this in their corporate social
responsibility project

overcome by the group once they see
and feel the impact of being Fairtrade
certified through sales and premium.
Despite of selective participation of
members, the orientation went well
and we made sure that queries and
clarifications were discussed.

The peanut group needs similar
intervention with Passion fruit
group. They need guidance from
setting up their legal and financial
system as required in the Fairtrade
Standard.
Low fertility of soil due to use of
chemical in the production of corn –
to prevent pests and increase volume
of corn harvest. Based on technical
advise, if farmers will changed their
crop from corn to peanut, it will
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require another 2 years to get back
its soil fertility. The group decided to
start mending their soil after if they
wanted to be Fairtrade certified and
to secure their income in the future.
The group also plans to do integrated
alternate cropping since planting and
harvest of peanut is only twice a year.

Producer Support in areas that go beyond Standards Compliance (Access to finance, Market support/Trader linkages, Advocacy, Fundraising
support, Value chain upgrading (i.e. processing), Diversification: Income or product, Partnerships)
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS



Lab testing support, Indonesia: Producer Support
Cocoa cooperative to connect with laboratory to have
test on cocoa
Linking VCO producer to potential buyer,
Phillipines: Visit was organizaed with Potential
buyer to certified coconut SPO in Misamis Oriental,
Phillippines. We provided market oppotunity to
certifified VCO in the Philippines to big company like
Egesun in Germany.

IMMEDIATE
RESULTS
&
WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
CHALLENGES&
FORWARD
LEARNINGS
 The producer get the address and
 The delay of money transaction
price for lab test
might cause the failure of the project




FOCP and Egesun agreed to discuss
more about business matters once the
former submits a sample and passes
the quality requirement of the latter.
This engagement was useful for NAPP
staff for future to use as reference
when looking for other source of
coconut and development of new
supply chain.







Challenges: Lack of coordination
from Trader to Associate on the
status of the plant before the visit
that resulted to negative feedback
from buyer representative. EU
market requirements and problems
occurred in the product quality for
the past few years that require strict
monitoring and compliance.
Learning: Giving feedback and
constructive criticism to Trader
representative after the visit will
help them improve their practice in
handling prospective buyer.
Opportunities: There is growing
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demand for coconut products and
there are high costs of importing nut
from Sri Lanka.
Producer Support pertaining to Social Compliance and thematic areas: Child Rights/Workers Rights/Climate Change/Gender
Achievement AREAS/ASPECTS
Immediate Results & WAY FORWARD
Opportunities, Challenges& LEARNINGS
INDIA
TRAININGS
 Training on Social compliance and thematic areas  New members from both Estate 
for MRIL: Training of management staff and worker
management and Fairtrade Premium
members of MRIL Estates – Borengajuli TE/
Committee, who were participating in
Attareekat TE/ Phulbari TE & Harchura TE on
the training programme, became
Standards, Social Compliance and other thematic
aware of the Fairtrade practice and its
areas was organized.
standards and how its implication is
beneficial for the whole industry for a
future sustainability
 Having understood the practice of
Fairtrade, they agreed on sharing this
information to the other members of
the garden and increase its outreach as
a way forward.
 Women leadership training programme, Tea,  Women
leadership
training  Programmes on Gender for women
India: Women Leadership Training programme in
programme was effective for the
and men both could be initiated so
Tinsukia for 11 women members from Tonganagaon;
women participants as they could
that equality among them can be
Maud; Sewpur and Jalinga Tea Estate respectively
understand the issues discussed
advocated.
organized. This concluded the first phase of the
related to Gender issues; Sex
training. The first phase of the gender training
education; health and safety measures;
included sensitization workshop with Women
etc., and could further relate to their
Workers, Supervisors, Management and follow-up
work and living patterns. They agreed
Workshop with Women Workers in both region. The
to do similar trainings and share these
second phase of Gender intervention in the region
learnings with other women plantation
would be finalized in Consultation with Gender Expert
workers soon. The training learnings
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at NAPP, focusing more on building capacities for
Gender equity and equality, Gender Justice, and
building partnership in the region for the same.

need to be translated to local language
and provided to all trainees

6. TRADER/EXPORTER SUPPORT
Trader/Exporters Support on Fairtrade Standards
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS

INDIA
 Support was provided to Reitzel India Pvt. Ltd on Reitzel is handholding Hemavathi Farmer
Producer Company
trader standards
SRI LANKA
 Initial audit and application support to applicant  Both became more interested and 
decided to commence the process of
processor and trader of coconuts: Iresha provided
applying for certification.
additional certification advisory support and
guidance to CocoBio, Renuka - applicant processor
and trader of coconuts to prepare for their initial
audit and application, respectively

PAKISTAN
 Support to 2 cotton trader organizations: Shakir 
visited and provided certification advisory guidance
and support to two cotton trader organizations (Six
Sigma Apparel and Master Textiles) interested in FT
certification to source FT certified cotton from
Pakistan

Supporting these traders to opt for FT 
certification will help the Pakistani
cotton producers to access Ft markets
through them. These traders became
very much interested in opting for FT
certification.

CHALLENGES&

As also mentioned in the Q2 report,
there is a lot of scope for coconut
producers to benefit from the current
heavy demand for FT certified
coconut products from Sri Lanka. The
challenge is to ensure that
producers/farmers optimize their
income by adding value to their
coconuts rather than selling them in
their raw form, enabling the
processors to obtain high profits.
As also mentioned in the previous
report, the learning is that it is
equally important to provide
certification advisory support to
interested processors/traders as
they are the key link in the supply
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chain,
that open marketing
opportunities to the producers.
Trader Support on Areas that go beyond Standards
ACHIEVEMENT AREAS/ASPECTS
INDIA
VISITS
 Rice Trader shadow visit: Based on request of Swiss
NFO(s) the NAPP has arranged the trader visit to the
rice field with the following objectives:
- To provide the traders the information regarding
good
agriculture
practices
and
quality
management system followed at the processing
unit.
- To interact with the farmers and workers to
understand the premium project and its impact
on the farmer community.
- To discuss about its future sourcing requirements.
- To interview the primary farmers and shoot some
documentary /stories that can be communicated
to the end consumers of rice.

IMMEDIATE
FORWARD

RESULTS

&

WAY OPPORTUNITIES,
LEARNINGS


CHALLENGES&

During the discussion one of the
challenges that was discussed by the
traders is non availability of Basmati
traditional rice. Farmers complained
that the yield of traditional basmati
rice is low hence it does not fetch
better price compared to other
varieties. Other reason was bad
weather condition last year due to
which the farmers were unable to
grow quality produce and produced
less as well.
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7. ACTIVITIES NOT COMPLETED IN THE PAST QUARTER
Activities not completed What were the main reasons for not
against the proposed work completing
these
proposed
plan
activities?
India
MASS
(FLO
ID) Although last year plan was
programmatic
approach reviewed, new agreement and
project
budget prepared and finalised. Due
to freezing of funds, activities could
not be completed.
SPO
Development The follow up audit was completed
Workshop – Sambal patty very late in the month of August
Mango
growers and the SPO got decertified by midassociation(FLOID 24104)
September. Also, due to lack of
mobilisation of funds during the
first half of the quarter and
decertification in the second
quarter, this activity could not be
completed.
India – Shadow Audit in Sri Required mails were exchanged for
Lanka for NE Associate
the visit plan, but it was informed
that the Auditor shall update the
staff member the date of audit to
be finalised based on which the
tour plan to be worked upon. The
dates are yet to be finalised.
India – Training to MKB Required mails were sent to the
Asia (Pre- applicant for organisation for organising the
Fairtrade Certification)
training, but no confirmation
received till date
India – Meeting with other As in Meghalaya, we are dealing
probable producers who with Meghalaya Institute of
could be brought under the Entrepreneurship
(MIE),
to
Fairtrade
connect to the producers, unless
they go ahead in supporting the
producer groups, it would be
difficult
for
the
producer
themselves to take it up on their
own. Thus, waiting for the
invitation from MIE.
Workshop
on
good This could not be completed due to
agricultural practices in reasons beyond my control
mango cultivation – Kolar,
Andhra Pradesh
Cocoa productivity project
This project is yet to be finalised
Leadership training for Could not be completed
women workers in tea
estates of Tamil Nadu
Gender training for SPOs in Could not be completed
Uzbekistan
Gender strategy for NAPP Could not be completed
region
Sri Lanka

Finance
Expenses
incurred (if any, please
give details)
NA

NA

None

None

None

Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
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Implementation of the HH
cash management pilot in
Strathspey Estate.
The
proposed
meetings/discussions with
the CEOs of the balance Tea
plantation companies could
not be convened due to
unavailability
of the
Chairman of the Sri Lankan
NN.
Productivity and quality
improvement pilot in one
tea plantation
Shadow audit training for
Arutselvan

The disruption of cash flow to None
NAPP. This made it difficult to
engage the consultant to submit a
proposal and budget.
The Chairman of the Sri Lankan
Producer network was not
available to travel to Colombo
during this quarter and also the
disturbance to producer support
activities
caused
by
fund
availability issues that prevailed
during the Quarter. As such, It
would be postponed to Q4
The follow up discussions with the
NPS could not be held as planned
during this quarter due to
uncertainty of budget availability.
However, this program will be
implemented
in
direct
collaboration with the National
Productivity Secretariat, in Q4
Shortage of funds due to cash flow
disruption.

Pakistan
 Continue and complete 
the aware mothers
program with workers
of
HLO
Sportsball
producer
Vision
Technologies

 Shadow audit training
for Shakir

National Network decision to 
postpone this program for this
quarter
Shortage of funds due to cash
flow issue at NAPP


Central Asia
 Complete
balance 
training in Marketing
planning for the CA
producers
who
participated in the first
training in Dubai

 Training on Gender
Mainstreaming
and
woman leadership for
CA producers
South East Asia
Contract signing with
Researcher on Philippines
Cavendish Banana Study
NAPP South-East Asia
Planning

The leaving of the Chief
Markets Officer of NAPP for
higher studies who was the 
resource person to this training
affected training.
Cash flow disruption.

NAPP leadership and cash flow Issues
need to be settled before the
implementation of this project
Same above

The management of
Vision technologies
incurred a financial
loss as they had
already spent some
funds for providing
logistical support to
this program. This is
expected to resume
in Q4.
None

None

n/a
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Support for Philippine
Producer Network
Workshop for Cocoa project,
Vietnam,
Training on FT standard for FT
officer in Indonesia

Same above
Delay of money transaction from
NAPP to partner delay the planning
process
Due to budgetary restrictions this
activity has been postponed to Q4 of
2017.

8. OVERARCHING RISKS & ISSUES
 Based on conversation with some certified and applicant producers it seems that most of
them are still looking for individual coaching/support. According to most of them it is not
easy to understand the whole concept in one or two workshops. A regular coaching is
required to fully grasp the concept otherwise it is difficult for the project team to cascade
the concept to the primary producers.
 Special projects to develop SPOs on governance, business plan formulation like price
fixation and market linkages must be prioritised as sustainable organisations alone could
make and contribute to effective Fairtrade system.
 It is observed that NAPP needs immediate restructuring and better defining of roles and
responsibilities of its associates/consultants.
 The overarching risk of currently certified producers losing interest in Fairtrade, due to low
sales and premiums, while having to pay a substantial audit fee to remain certified persisted
in Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Central Asia in this quarter as well
 The constraint of Fairtrade International being unable to develop standards and prices for
products from the NAPP region that are in demand and/or having potential for benefitting a
large number of producers, but not in the current scope, or in Tier 1 category, persisted in
this quarter too. This continues to limit or constraint the growth of Fairtrade in this region
and remains valid for this quarter as well.
 The non- availability of standards that are applicable/relevant to products and producer
organizations, particularly labour laws pertaining to HL tea plantations, continued to
contribute to increase in the number of relevant NCs, making them vulnerable to
decertification/voluntary decertification, mentioned in the last quarterly report, remained
relevant to this quarter as well.
 The country networks should also explore ways and means of generating/obtaining at least
a part of their financial resources needed to conduct their activities, from sources other than
NAPP so that they too could achieve a certain degree of financial independence. This became
quite evident during this quarter when NAPP experienced the cash-flow issues.
9. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:


As mentioned in both Q1 and Q2 reports, Fairtrade International should take a closer
and deeper look at the context of countries (in the scope of FT)in the NAPP region, and
revise/customize it’s strategy to meet the needs that are unique to producers and
products from this region.



As mentioned in Q2, the possibility of giving a concession on annual audit fees to FT
certified organizations not having a minimum percentage of Fairtrade product sales vis51
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à-vis their total annual production should be explored to assist the marginalized
producer organizations to remain with Fairtrade. One option could be to fore go annual
audits and/or reduce audit costs, in cases where there had been very low sales and
premiums (amounting to less than or equal to the audit fee) during the year
immediately before the audit due date.


As mentioned in Q2, the producer certification fund that was discontinued, should be reintroduced as it has the potential to support marginalized SPOs to get in to Fairtrade
without depending on their buyers (processors/traders) and creating the space for
being controlled by them or making it difficult for them to become independent.
However, the potential for accessing FT markets should be thoroughly assessed, on a
case by case basis, prior to granting this facility.



It may be useful for FLOCert (auditor) to check with relevant country associates the
level of preparedness of applicant POs, and their potential to benefit from Fairtrade,
prior to making the certification decision, as some POs supported by their buyers
manage to get through the initial audit, when in reality they are not yet capable of
complying with relevant year ‘0’ standards. This was also mentioned in Q2 and remains
applicable.



During this quarter, 3 SPOs in Indonesia has been decertified (Two in Flores Island and
1 in Bener Meriah. One of dominant reasons for this was the fact that the SPOs have
unhealthy relation with traders, resulted in zero sales in since the pass year. The SPOs
then being demotivated in obtaining their certification statuses. Since early stage,
Associate has communicated verbally and submitted the report to RM, and expected
support from other division within NAPP (especially supply chain manager) to provide
necessary support. However this has never been addressed, until the SPOs were
decertified. There is very limited support that an Associate can provide SPOs in this kind
of situation if I am left alone in providing support.
I understand that the internal NAPP situation in this quarter may be challenging for
NAPP personnel, but for the future I hope there will be stronger coordination between
NAPP divisions and resources could be mobilized on time to provide our best support to
our producers.
Within the Q3, there were at least 3 SPOs and 3 Traders being temporarily decertified by
FloCert, due to nonpayment of annual fees. One side, Flocert claimed that the invoice
and warning have been sent to SPOs and traders, while on the other side, SPOs and
traders have not received any invoices. The other issues was also the fact that the cases
has not been covered in Yellow Mail, as only communication mean between FloCert and
PSR. Sudden decertification occurred in the time SPOs and traders were running their
business and has posed several issues to the parties. Not only had their integrities being
questioned by their buyers, but some of them suffered extra cost in delivering their
product, until their decertification status being lifted. This issue has been communicated
last year with FloCert, but it happened again. After looking at the root cause of problem,
is the fact that some SPOs and traders have change their communication email IDs long
before and some of them have informed the changes to FloCert but nerve been updated
in the ECert system.
In tackling this issue, I urge all the SPOs to re-ensure that they have updated FloCert
their email ID and checking their portals for the update. However I still feel it is unfair
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practices of Flo-cert to decertify SPOs/traders without properly communicate it with
PSR team. I hope CEO could raise this issue in communication with Flocert, to avoid the
same cases in the future.
During this quarter I have provided Remote Services to the SPOs and traders including
new applicant. This cost me significantly for internet and telephone bill, which is not
covered by NAPP.

10. PICTURES:
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